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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Spatial data refer to a set of data which consist ofpoints, lines, rectangles, regions,
surfaces, volumes and even data of higher dimension which includes time. The data
structures that represent spatial data are used efficiently in applications in computer
graphics, environmental modeling, computer vision, database management systems,
geographic infonnation system(GIS), image processing and many other areas.
Conventional database management systems cannot handle multidimensional data as
efficiently as one-dimensional data such as integers, real numbers or strings.
Spatial database systems contain n-dimensional spatial data which represent
objects and their positions in space. A spatial index structure not only represents the
spatial data but also implements database maintenance and information retrieval
operations such as insertion, deletion and query. Many spatial index structures have
been developed. Some indexing techniques, such as B-trees and R-trees are dynamic
techniques that employ pointers to navigate through their index trees. There is a growing
demand to use database technology in engineering and science, such as computer-aided
design, software engineering (CAD/CASE) and other automated tools. These tools require
both the implementation of more complex data types and more complicated database
design tools. Many design tools are built on top of raw file systems to gam more
efficiency. System designers are allowed to pile layers ofabstracted automation on top of
the data structures responsible for performing the fundamental operations of insertion,
deletion and query. Most of the data structures are linear which can not support a
layered data relationship.
Cobum[COB89] introduced a new spatial indexing technique called the Single Point
Index Network(SPIN). The purpose of the SPIN technique is to perform database
maintenance and information retrieval on a multidimensional data space. Coburn
presented three basic sets of SPIN functions, C_SPIN, S_SPIN and R_SPIN. All SPIN
functions can convert multidimensional structured data into a layered one dimensional
structure with consecutive index values in each layer. The SPIN structure supports
layered data relationships using a multidimensional approach. This approach means when
a key is given, the SPIN functions transform it into an index value which is used to find
the address of data record. The SPIN structure speeds data storage and retrieval
time[COB89]. The R_SPIN method can handle sparse data to reduce allocated, but
unused, storage. The advantage of SPIN functions is that they use C library functions
such as mallocO to allocate memory dynamically, they can store and retrieve data from a
secondary storage device, and they do not require pointer variables.
A query is a question about the records stored in a database. The response is one
or more records that match certain characteristics. When creating a query, the database
user gives the database the fields and the criteria the database should use to select records.
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Database applications often require a complicated class of storage structures in order to
answer different types of queries such as exact match queries, partial match queries, and
range match queries. An exact match query is the simplest type of query and specifies a
value for each key in the record. A partial match query retrieves all records in a file having
specified values where some of their attributes are to be found. A range match query
retrieves all records for which the attribute values are each within specified ranges. It is
easy to answer exact match queries using an R_SPIN function. None of Coburn's original
SPIN functions can answer partial match queries and range match queries.
The research objective of this thesis is to introduce queries into SPIN techniques
and to improve R_SPIN functions for data storage and retrieval. It proposes a set of
improved R_SPIN functions called P_SPIN functions so that respond to exact match
queries, partial match queries and range match queries. Two new algorithms for partial
match queries and range match queries are presented and implemented. Their perfonnance
are analyzed.
The organization of the thesis is as follows. Chapter II is a literature review of
some of the spatial data structures. It includes a survey ofk-d trees, B-trees, k-d-B trees,
R-trees, grid files, doubly-chained trees and multiple-attribute trees. Chapter III
introduces basic SPIN functions and R_SPIN sparse data handling. Chapter IV discusses
a set of improved R_SPIN functions that can implement exact match queries, partial
match queries, and range match queries. Algorithms for the various queries are presented.
3
Chapter V contains the performance analysis of the improved R SPIN functions.
Chapter VI presents the swnmary and suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
To handle spatial objects, spatial data structures must focus on some interesting
subsets of data. Many of the data structures currently used to represent spatial data are
hierarchical. They are based on the recursive decomposition of the embedding space into
disjoint regions, until a certain level of resolution is reached. A top-down search in a
hierarchical structure can focus on subtrees of nodes that satisfy the query and minimize
the search of nodes in unspecified fields. In addition, the use of some spatial data
structures provides a spatial index. The role of spatial indexing is to accelerate the
retrieval of information based on location, especially for large databases. A spatial index
should provide an access path to a location, but not necessarily directly to a particular
object. This chapter provides a survey of some of the spatial data structures.
k-d tree
A k-d tree is a k-dimensional binary search tree. It can handle the case of a single
record having multiple keys with the range [1 ... k]. In the term k-d tree, k denotes the
5
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dimension of the space being represented. It is a binary search tree with the distinction
that at each depth a different attribute value is tested. These values detennine the
direction in which a branch is to be made. Each node in a k-d tree contains pointers and a
discriminator. The pointers are either null or point to their children. The discriminator is
an integer between 0 and k-l, inclusive. The nodes in the same level of the tree have the
same discriminator. The discriminator of the root node is 0, the discriminator of the next
level is increased by 1. The discriminator of the kth level is k-l, and of (k+ l)th level, the
discriminator is 0 again.
discriminator
IRichards I 52 1=:JZ0
~>43
>Jones
Smith
I Jones
I Adams~
ICharles
o
1
o
Figure 1 A homogeneous 2-d tree: kl is name and k2 is age
There are many implementations of the k-d tree. A homogeneous k-d tree is a
binary tree in which each record contains k keys, some data fields, right and left child
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pointers, and a discriminator. When inserting a new record, the first key is served as
discriminator. The first key of the new record is compared with the first key of the
record at the root of the tree to determine whether to go right or left. At the second level,
the second key serves as discriminator, and so on to the kth level. Figw-e 1 is a set of
records stored in a homogeneous k-d tree.
In a nonhomogeneous k-d tree, an internal node contains only a discriminator, one
key value, and right and left child pointers. All records in nonhomogeneous k-d trees are
stored in external nodes or "buckets". Nonhomogeneous k-d trees offer substantial
advantages in implementations on secondary storage devices. The k-d tree does not
consider paging for secondary memory [BEN75].
Quadtree
A Quadtree is a type of hierarchical data model for storing point data. Each
nonleaf node in a Quadtree has four children which represent north-west, north-east,
south-west, south-east, and a field to identify the color used. It is able to treat point, line
and area data all in the same way, capture metrical details for entities, facilitate various
kinds of operations, deal with different ways of measuring attributes, and have consistent
locational referencing[Sam89].
7
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B-tree
A B-tree is not a binary search tree. In a B-tree of order d, the root is either a leaf
or has between 2 and d children. Each internal node contains between d/2 and d keys, and
has between d/2 and d children. A B-tree keeps all external nodes at the same depth. The
B-tree's insertion and deletion method can always keep the tree balanced. It is difficult to
implement partial match queries and range match queries that involve multiple attributes
[COM79].
k-d-B tree
A k-d-B tree is a combination of the k-d tree and the B-tree. The root of the tree
is the first partition of the k-dimensionaI space. Each internal node is a region page which
partitions that region into non-overlapping, disjoint subregions. Each external node
contains pointer pages that point to records which correspond to a region in the k-
dimension space. The k-d-B tree is the first index structure that considers paged
secondary memory [ROB81].
R-tree
An R-tree is an extension of the B tree to n-dimensions (n>=2). The R-tree
[GUT84] and its variants are designed to organize a collection of arbitrary spatial objects
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by representing them as d-dimensional rectangles. Each node in the tree corresponds to a
smallest d-dimensional rectangle that encloses its child nodes. Leaf nodes contain
pointers to the actual objects in the database. The R-tree has the following structure:
Leaf nodes contain a pair of entries (I, tuple-id), where tuple-id is a pointer to a
record or spatial object, and I is a n-dimensional rectangle which encloses the spatial
object.
Non-leaf nodes contain a pair of entries (I, child-pointers), where child pointers are
pointers to the children of a particular node, and I is the bounding box or smallest
rectangle that covers all the rectangles in the entries of its children.
If the maximwn number of entries is M, then m<=M12, where m is the minimwn
number of entries in a node.
The spatial index is determined by the rectangle in which the object is contained,
with a level in a tree conveying information about resolution. Each object is associated
with an R-tree node, just as of a quadtree. Precision of location may be determined for
coordinate data contained in the relation.
The R*-tree is developed from the R-tree [BEC90]. Its node structure is the same
as the R-tree. It stores multidimensional rectangles as complete objects without clipping
or transforming them into higher dimensional points. Following are some of the
parameters which are essential for good retrieval performance.
(1) Minimize the area covered by a directory rectangle.
9
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This improves performance since decisions of which paths must be traversed can
be made on higher levels.
(2) Minimize the overlap between directory rectangles.
If the overlap between directory rectangles is minimized, then the number of paths
to be traversed can be decreased.
(3) Minimize the margin of a directory rectangle.
The margin is the sum of the lengths of the edges. By minimizing the margin, the
directory rectangles are shaped more quadraticly, and thus improve the structure. This
means the rectangles are clustered into bounding boxes with only little variance of the
lengths of the edges. It reduces the area of directory rectangles.
(4) Optimize the storage utilization.
If the height ofthe tree is kept low, then the query cost is reduced.
Grid file
Several file structures such as inverted files are developed from file structure
originally designed for single-key access. They do not adapt well to multikey access for
dynamic files. Designing a balanced data structure for multidimensional data is more
difficult than for one dimensional data. The grid file is designed to manage a disk
allocation storage scheme that contains records in buckets. An overfull bucket results in a
split of the space. It requires at most two disk access to retrieve exact match queries. It
10
perfonns range match queries in large linearly ordered domains efficiently. The splitting
and merging of a grid block involves only two buckets. It maintains a lower bound on
average bucket occupancy [NIE84].
Doubly-chained tree and Multiple-attribute tree
The doubly-chained tree structure was introduced for file searching and updating
[CAR77]. Figure 2 is the doubly-chained tree file organization.
-----------
-----
---. ------,
Dna 11_1.. .......... 1
Figure 2 Doubly-chained tree file organization[CAR77]
Each level represents the domain of a relation. An internal node contains a keyvalue
and three pointers which point to its child, its sibling and its parent. External node
contain the data records. The node's keyvaluc and associated pointers are sufficient to
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speed the records' access time and to reconstruct the original record from any point in the
tree. It considers the contents of the database, query complexity, device, processor time
specifications, and implementation-oriented characteristics when calculating the average
access time and storage requirements. The doubly-chained tree structure requires less
storage space than sequential file organization. It is easy to update. The disadvantage is
file generation, search and update routines are relatively complicated and difficult to
implement.
Kashyap et al.[KAS77] analyzed a multiple-attribute tree database organization.
It is a modification of the doubly chained tree. An m-Ievel tree is constructed with the
root at the top and the m levels of the tree corresponding to the m indexed attributes. A
unique path connecting the root node to a terminal node corresponds to a unique
combination of the values of the m attributes. Each tenninal node has pointers to the
pages that contain the corresponding physical records. Figure 3 shows the multiple-
attribute tree representation. Figure 4 is the preorder linearization for the tree in Figure 3.
For any node in the tree, the addresses of all the nodes in its subtree are consecutive. For
instance, the node with value I at level 2 has its subtree with consecutive addresses from
3 to 8. Based on this linearization, a directory is constructed to give each node the
information about its address, level, value, parent, siblings, page pointers, etc. Within the
directory, search begins with the first row and continues with the second row, etc. The
directory is helpful to find the page numbers containing the records needed for any given
query.
12
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dummy root
123456789 10
level a
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
page number
Figure 3 A multiple attribute tree representation [KAS77]
dummy root
level 0
level
15 level 2
16 level 3
17 level 4
Figure 4 Linearization for the tree in Figure 3 [KAS77]
This method enhances the clustering effect because the records that have the same
values of the important attributes are clustered. It is efficient to retrieve hierarchically
13
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-clustered records in a database with this organization. The limitation is it is inefficient for
large dimension size, because it will require a large directory table for each node.
14
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•CHAPTER In
THE SPIN FUNCTIONS
Most recent database systems provide database designers with single attribute
indexing capability. Spatial data consists of records with k attributes each. Each record
can be represented as a point in a k-dimensional space. Multidimensional attribute
structures can be used in spatial databases. Some research has been done using multiple
attribute structures. Coburn [COB89] modified the multidimensional array data structure
and introduced the SPIN multidimensional indexing techniques.
A multidimensional array consists of a given number of dimensions. Each
dimension has a fixed number of indices arranged sequentially starting from zero or one.
In the C language, " float array [2][2]" is an array of 4 floats in two dimensions with two
indices in each dimension. The multidimensional array can be used as an index to search
and retrieve data, but some of its characteristics make it impossible both to organize data
in a database environment and to perform fundamental database operations such as search,
insertion and deletion. The following list summarizes the disadvantages of the
multidimensional array.
15
1. It is not permitted to allocate memory using C library function such as malIocO
dynamically with a fixed multidimensional array.
2. It is difficult to do partial key search, storage, and retrieval operations because pointer
variables are used as navigators through the dimensions.
3. It cannot store and retrieve data from a secondary storage device easily.
4. The performance of subscript indexing is inefficient.
5. Multidimensional array structures are not sequential. The strucutre poses storage and
retrieval difficulties for sequential machine.
The SPIN multidimensional indexing techniques convert multidimensional arrays
into single dimensional arrays so that they can perform database operations on
multidimensional data spaces. The basic SPIN functions are C_SPIN, S_SPIN, and
R_SPIN. SPIN functions transform a given multidimensional subscript combination into
an index value which is used to locate the address of data records. SPIN is comprised of a
series of algorithms derived from the Fundamental Principle of Counting (FPC).
The FPC states*:
Given a series of m operations 1, 2, 3, ..., In, if the first operation can be
performed in m, ways, the second in m2 ways, and so on until the roth operation, which
can be performed in ron ways, the number of ways the m operations can be performed is
(3.1)
* from [COB89]
16
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-C SPIN function
The C_SPIN function is a C function which transforms multidimensional
subscript combinations into a sequence of WlSigned long integer values. For example.
given an array "arr[2][2][2]". it follows from the FPC that there are 8 valid
multidimensional subscript combinations (keys) for this array as in Figure 5.
If the dimensional size of an array is N. and the number of indices in dimension i
( i = 0, 1.2•...• N-l) is nj. C_SPIN function will transform the no *n] *n2 '" ...... *nN-1
subscript combinations into a set of sequential numbers I such that
1= {D. 1.2, ....... no '" nl *n2 * ...... "'nN-J-I }.
[0] [0] [0] ~7 0 [1 ][0][0] ~7 4
[O][O][IJ ~7 [1][0][1] ~7 5
[0][1][0] ~7 2 [1][OJ[1 ] ~7 6
[0][1][1] ~7 3 [l][I][I] ~7 7
Figure 5 The layout of the multidimensional array [2][2][2] converted by Equation
(3.1).
The transformation has the following properties:
1. The transformation is well ordered. If two subscript combinations(keys), II and h , are
passed to a C_SPIN function. the return values are 0 I and O2 corresponding to I I and
hrespectively. If II > h, then 0] > O2,
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2. The transformation is one-to-one and onto. The return value of each distinct subscript
combination passed to C_SPIN function is one and only one.
3. The transformation is sequentiaL. Assuming the distinct subscript combinations I) and
12, I) < h, are considered as normal base 10 integers. If there does not exist an Ik such
that I) < Ik < 12, the return values 0 1 and O2 corresponding to I) and 12 have the
relationship:
O2 = 0 1+ 1.
There are two limitations of C_SPIN: first, C_SPIN is restricted to a dimension
size of not more than five, because the size of unsigned long integer values converted by
formula (3.1) grows exponentially when the number of dimensions increases. Consider
"arr[2][2][2][2][2] [2][2]" transformed by C_SPIN, there are 128 sequential numbers such
that 1 = 0, I, 2, , 128; Secondly, indexing of partial combinations is not allowed,
because it cannot access to the middle dimensions of the multidimensional array structure.
S SPIN function
The S-SPIN function is a modification of the C_SPIN function. The S SPIN
iteratively applies C_SPIN one dimension at a time. S SPIN uses formula (3.2)
[COB89] to transform a multidimensional array to a layered single dimensional array.
rec_number[ i+l] = rec_number[i] * LOexfij + k[i+l] - rec_number[i] • k.r[i] (3.2)
where
18
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rec_number[i+1] = the index value for the (i+1)SI level
rec_number[i] = the index value for the previous level or iteration.
max[i] = the number of indices in the ith dimension.
ex[i]s are exponents computed as follows:
if (max[i+1] > 0 && max[i+1] <= 10) ex[i) =1,
else if (max[i+1] > 10 && max[i+1]<=100) ex[i] = 2,
else if (max[i+l] > 100 && max[i+l]<=1000) ex[i) = 3,
etc.,
k[i) = the value of the multidimensional subscript within the ith dimension,
kr[i)s are values computed as follows:
if (max[i+ 1] >0 && max[i+ 1] <=10) kr[i] = 10 - max[i+1],
else if (max[i+ 1] >10 && max[i+1] <=100) kr[i] = 100 - max[i+1],
else if (max[i+1] >100 && max[i+l] <=1000) kr[i] = 1000 - max[i+l],
etc.,
i = the level (0,1,2, .... , N-2).
If the dimension size is two. Fonnula (3.2) is applied only once to compute the
index values of level one. Coburn defined the level as "one less than the number of the
dimension within a multidimensional array"[COB89]. In an array "arr[2][2][2][2]", level
o refers to the first dimension "arr[2]", level 1 refers to the first two dimensions
"arr[2][2]", and so on. Figure 6 is the layout of the multidimensional array
"arr[2] [2] [2] [2]" converted by [oanula (3.2)
19
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level 0
level 1
level 2
level 3
Figure 6 The layout ofa multidimensional array in SPIN
in this example :
dimension size N = 4,
max[O] = max[l] = max[2] = max[3] = 2,
ex[O] = ex[l] = ex[2] = ex[3] = I, since max[i] <10,
kr[O] = kr[l] = kr[2] = kr[3] = 10 - max[i] = 7,
max[i], ex[i] and kr[i] remain unchanged for a given multidimensional array. The value in
the rectangle is the index value in each level. To calculate the index value in level one, the
first iteration produces one of the possible 4 numbers 0, 1, 2, 3. The second iteration in
level two transforms one of the 4 values from the first iteration into one of the 8 numbers
0, I, 2, ... , 7. The third iteration in level three transforms one of the 8 values from the
second iteration into one of the 16 numbers 0, 1, 2, ... , 15.
The S_SPIN function iteratively applies C_SPIN at each level to calculate the index
values. This improvement makes it convenient to use S_SPIN functions in large
dimension size (N > 5) array. Unlike C_SPIN functions, the S_SPIN functions generate
20
-return values at each level. This permits the computation of a partial subscript
combination (partial key). In the array "arr[2][2][2][2]", index values can be computed
for "arr[2][2]", "arr[2][2] [2]" and "arr[2][2][2][2]".
S_SPIN is also a reversible procedure. The index value calculated by the S_SPIN
function can be converted by an RS_SPIN function into its original subscript combination.
This reverse procedure can be done at any level. In the an array of "arr[2][2][2]", when
the subscript combination "0,1,1" is passed to S_SPIN, the return integer value ( index
value) is "3". If in the same array structure, the index value "3" is passed to RS SPIN, a
pointer is returned that points to an array of three unsigned integers such that k[O] = 0,
k[l] = 1 and k[2] = 2.
Both C_SPIN and S_SPrN functions convert a multidimensional subscript to a one
dimensional index value. Neither of them can handle the representation of the sparse data
efficiently. R_SPIN's sparse data handling makes it more practical than the other two
SPIN functions.
R SPIN function
The R_SPIN function can convert multidimensional subscripts into one dimensional
layered sequential index values as the S_SPrN function does. In addition, the R_SPIN
function considers the sparse data situation and creates a multidimensional array that is
less sparse. The definition of the sparse data is " when a set of indices at one level of a
21
multidimensional array are, in reality, mapped to only a very few indices of the next level,
the array is said to be sparse at that level[COB89)". It happens sometimes in database
operations that the number of indices actually required in each dimension of a
multidimensional array decreases when the number of dimensions increases. The R_SPIN
function can predict the actual mapping in each dimension and reduce the amount of
memory or disk storage.
Consider an array" arr[20][30][40)", when this array is declared, every possible
subscript combination is mapped as described above. Equation (3.1) computes the
number of mappings to be 24,000 (20 * 30 * 40). If in reality, each of the 20 indices in
the level 0 might map to at most 3 of the 30 indices in the levell, and each of the indices
in the level 1 might map to at most 2 of the 40 indices in the level 2. The R_SPIN
reduces the number of mapping in the array representation arr[20][30][40] ( =24,000) to
a level representation arr(20][3][2] (=120).
J= 0, ,19
[0] level 0 :)
~A level I ~)[Q][I]!Dw level 2
Figure 7 The layout of a multidimensional array in R_SPIN
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-Figure 7 shows the layout of the reduced dimensional size of the multidimensional
array "arr[20][30][40]" index file returned by the R_SPIN function. When "arr[20][3][2]"
is declared, an index file is created. The index values of level one are 0, 1, 2 , 19.
They are used as tree index. The nodes in level one and two are initialized to zero.
A multidimensional subscript is converted by the ~SPIN function into an unique
unsigned long integer called a V-value to help to store and retrieve data. It creates an index
file full of V-value instead of using navigational pointers. A new datum is stored at each
level in the first available storage location. When the subscript combination "p[4][5][6]"
is passed to R_SPIN, the R_SPIN argument "k" is set to k[O] = 4, k[l] = 5, k[2] = 6. The
V-values corresponding to "p[4][5]" and "p[4][5][6]" are calculated by formula (3.2).
They are stored at first available storage locations at level one and level two. When
another subscript combination "p[4][7][8]" is passed to R_SPIN, the V-values
corresponding to "p[4][7]" and "p[4][7][8]" are stored at next available storage locations
at corresponding levels. To calculate the index value of a subscript combination, the
R_SPIN applies formula (3.2) by using the location value in which it deposits the V-
value. Assume the V-value of the subscript combination "p[4][5][6]" is stored in the
first node at each level, its location value is "k[4][0][0]". The location value of the next
subscript combination "p[4][7][8]" is "k[4][I][O]".
Each element in level zero can map to three storage locations at level one, and each
element in level one can map to two storage locations at level two. This leads to a
problem. What will happen if there are more than three elements mapped from level zero
23
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to level one or the number of storage locations required exceeds the nwnber allotted within
the index file? The R_SPIN function will give an "overflow" error message. The reason
for an overflow situation is the inability to predict the sparse mapping in a
multidimensional array accurately.
It is asswned that there are m keys consisting of D characters with ni possible
choices for the ith character. The probability of encountering an overflow in each level can
be calculated by formula ( 3.3):
p ( c ) i+1 = p( a> R i+1 ) i+1 I( b> R i+1 )
where a = the nwnber of times a distinct character string appears at level i.
(3.3)
b = the number ofdistinct mappings for single character from level i to i+1.
c = an overflow at level i+1 ofa multidimensional array.
R i+1 = the maximum nwnber of characters allowed in the ( i + 1 )th position.
The probability of overflow is
p (overflow) = p ( c ) I + P ( c ) 2 + P ( c ) 3 + ...... + P ( c ) D-2
i = 0, 1,2, ...... , D.
D = number of dimensions.
From fonnula (3.3), we can see the probability of overflow is determined by
1) The probability of the nwnber of times a distinct character string appears at level i
exceeds Ri+I .
The number of times a given character will appear in the ith position is found by
applying the binomial distribution [m!/r!(rn_r)!]prqm-r. The probability is,
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where m is the number of keys,
fi is nwnber of times a given character appears in position i,
Pi is the probability that a character appears in position i,
i = 0, 1,2,3, ...... " D - 2,
D is the number ofdimensions in the multidimensional array.
2) The probability of the number ofdistinct mappings exceeds Ri+ \.
The problem is Pi changes with different applications. It is impossible to calculate
Pi without knowing the application environment. This is a tradeoff. The R_SPIN can
reduce the sparse mapping and save memory or disk storage but also increase the risk of
overflow.
To retrieve the index value of a subscript combination, the R_SPIN function
compares the value calculated by formula (3.2) with the V-value stored in the index file.
Data are retrieved if the corresponding values are equal. If "p[4][7][8]" is passed to
R_SPIN, it employs formula (3.2) to calculate a value by using "4" and "7" as subscripts.
It finds the location in the index flle whose tree index is "3". 11 will compare this value
with the V-value stored in each node in level one. If it equals to one of the node's V-
value, it employs formula (3.2) to calculate another value by using "4", "7" and "8".
When this value equals to one of the node's V-values in level two, then "p[4][7][8]" is
found in the index file and the index value of the multidimensional subscript is retrieved.
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The location of each node in the index file can be computed according to the
following indexing formula:
(I/1 I n *Kn + j * Ki + k) * sizeof ( V )
where:
i = the level number.
j = the index value in level i-I.
k = the storage location in the jth entry of level i-I.
Kn =the size in the dimension n.
I n = the total entries in the dimension n-l.
v = the value stored in each node.
(3.4)
An example can be given in Figure 7. Consider the node whose index value is 114
in level 2, in this case, i = 2,j = 57, k = 0, K2 = 2, J1*K, = 60. If sizeof (V) is assumed to
be I, the location of this node in the index file is 60 + 57 • 2 + 0 = 174. Here the level
zero value 0, 1, 2, , 19 are used as tree index. They are not stored in the index file.
We can conclude from the processing of R_SPIN that it has all the advantages of
C SPIN and S SPIN functions. It can significantly reduce the number of sparse
mappings. It is an efficient way to store and retrieve keys.
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CHAPTER IV
IMPROVED R SPIN OPERAnONS
Methods for the storage and retrieval of multidimensional data are of pnme
importance in the design of database systems and for specific applications including both
the management of geographical data and graphics algorithms. The R_SPIN function can
be used to store and to retrieve multidimensional data. The primary R_SPIN algorithm is
given by Cobum[COB91]. It first dynamically allocates memory for several integer
arrays that contain the input array and return index values, and it calculates parameters for
formula (3.2). When the input multidimensional array is given, the R_SPIN creates an
index file (index tree). The subscript at level 0 is used as the tree index. When a subscript
combination is passed to R_SPIN, it calculates the V-value using formula (3.2) and stores
the V-value in the first empty node at the corresponding level. The R_SPIN uses the
location value of these nodes to calculate index values using formula (3.4). Each node
contains two values, the V-value and the index value. The index file is full of V-values
instead of navigational pointers. The index values are consecutive within each level.
To retrieve a record, a subscript combination is passed to R_SPIN. It uses formula
(3.2) to convert the multidimensional subscript into a one dimensional V-value. It then
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uses fonnula (3.3) to locate the node and read the node's value into temporary buffer. If
the value in the temporary buffer equals the V-value, then the program calculates and
returns the corresponding index value.
Searching in a multidimensional space employs a breadth first approach. The
program first searches level 0 to determine whether the key component matches the value
of the current node. If it matches, the program searches its first child node until a
tenninal node is reached. If it doesn't match, the program searches its brother node. The
tree shown in Figure 6 can be represented as the tree shown in Figure 8. Each node has
pointers both to its next brother and its first child.
level 0
level 1
level 2
level 3
Figure 8 The layout of R_SPIN index
The algorithm as given by Coburn [COB91] is:
[INPUT]: 1. A pointer to an index file
2. The number of dimensions in the input array
3. An unsigned integer between 0 and the number of dimensions which
detennine the number of return value
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4. Maximum number ofelements in each dimension of the input array
5. Number of mappings which actually exist between each level of the input
array
6. The subscript for each dimension of the input array
7. A mode which detennine the characteristic of the index file
8. A control which will change if the array structure is changed
[OUTPUT]: Index values of the input subscript combination
RS 1. Set level i = O. Initialize the node value as 0 except that the index value of level 0 is
the level 0 subscript combination. If the value of level 0 subscript combination equals the
tree index value, choose the root node of the index tree as root "T".
RS 2. Increment i by 1 and go to next level. If i is greater than the number of dimensions,
terminate the R SPIN function and return the index values.
Set the subscript of the dimension k = O.
RS 3. In level i, convert the multidimensional subscript into a one dimensional V-value
using formula (3.2). This V-value is used as an identifier for each subscript combination.
RS 4. Calculate the location of kth child node in the index file by using formula (3.4).
Read the node value into a temporary buffer "temp".
If "temp" equals 0, go to RS 5.
If "temp" equals the V-value that already deposit in the node, go to RS 6.
If k is greater than the number of dimension size within that level, go to RS 7.
In default case, go to RS 8.
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-RS 5. The kth node is the first empty node in level i of this subtree. Deposit the V-value
computed in RS 3. Compute the index value of the subscript combination by using the
node's location value in the index file and applying fonnula (3.2). Choose this node as
new root "T", and go to RS 2.
RS 6. The subscript combination is already in the index file. Computer the index value of
the subscript combination by using the node's location value in the index file and apply
fonnula (3.2) one more time. Choose this node as new root "T', and go to RS 2.
RS 7. This is the overflow case. The number of storage locations required exceeds the
number allotted within the index file. The R_SPIN will assign -1 to the index value of that
level and terminate the execution.
RS 8. Go to next sibling and increase k by 1.
Go to RS 4. [COB91]
From the R_SPIN algorithm, we can see that the R_SPIN applies fonnula (3.2)
two times to calculate the index value and it can only retrieve data that is specified in each
level. This is the procedure of exact match query: to ask about a specific record (defined
by the k keys) in the file.
In database usage, partial match queries and range match queries are used more
frequently than exact match queries. Assuming that each record contains k keys, a partial
match query specifies s key values, s<k, that must be matched. The remaining k-s keys
are left unspecified. An example of a partial match query with three keys specified might
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happen in a student database: search for all students with sex = male and math2l03 = F
and semester = fall 1994.
A range match query is the same as an exact match query except that a range of
required values rather than a single value may be specified for each key. All records that
have values between specified ranges are retrieved. An example is finding all students
who have credit hours between 30 and 50, grade point average between 3.2 and 3.7, and an
age between 20 and 22.
The R_SPIN function has difficulty in answering both partial match queries and
range match queries because each node is identified by its V-value. A V-value at level i is
calculated by the subscript combination of level i and the V-value of its parent. To
retrieve the index value of a pennutation P[1][4][5][6] in the structure of Figure 6, the
level I 's V-value Vel] is calculated by formula (3.2) using level one subscript combination
[1][4], the level 2's V-value V[2] is calculated by V[l] and [5], the level 3's V-value V[3]
is calculated by V[2] and [6]. For a query [1][?][0][?], the V-value at level 1 is unknown,
so are the V-values of level 2 and level 3. The solution is to store the subscript
combination in each node as its real value instead of a V-value. For example, for
P[I][4][5][6], 1 is stored in level 0, 4 is stored in levell, 5 is stored in level 2 and 6 is
stored in level 3. This method also saves time in calculating V-values by using fonnula
(3.2). The modified R_SPIN function is called P_SPIN which contains three functions.
They are Exact_Match, Partial_Match and Range_Match functions. When a subscript
combination is passed to P_SPIN, it stores the value of the subscript combination in the
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-first empty node at the corresponding level, then it uses the location value of these nodes
to calculate index values by using formula (3.4). Each node contains the subscript value
and the index value. It will call Exact_Match, Partial_Match or Range_Match function
depending on different queries. The algorithms for Exact_Match, Partial Match and
Range_Match functions are given as follows.
Exact- Match Algorithm
[INPUT] : 1. A pointer to an index file
2. The number ofthe current level
3. An unsigned integer between 0 and the number of dimensions which
determines the number of return value
4. Number of mappings which actually exist between each level of the input
array
5. Parameter ex[i]
6. Parameter kr[i]
7. Index value of the current level
8. Node's location in the index tree
9. Input queries
[OUTPUT]: Index values of the input subscript combinations
EM 1. In the current level (level i) of the subtree, set the subscript of the dimension k= O.
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EM 2. Calculate the location ofkth child in the index file by using fonnula (3.4). Read the
node value into a temporary buffer "temp".
EM 3. If "temp" equals the node value that already deposit in the node, go to EM 4.
If k is greater than the number of dimension size within that level, go to EM 7.
In default case, go to EM 8.
EM 4. The subscript combination is already in the index file. Computer the index value of
the subscript combination by using the node's location value in the index file and apply
formula (3.2).
If the current node is a terminal node, go to EM 5.
If the current node is not a tenninal node, go to EM 6.
In default case, go to EM 8.
EM 5. Print out the index value of the input query and terminate.
EM 6. Check the value of next level input subscript.
If it is specified, call Exact_Match( i + 1 ).
If it is not specified, call Partial_Match( i + 1 ).
EM 7. This is the overflow case. The P SPIN will assign -1 to the index value of that
level.
EM 8. Go to next sibling and increase k by 1, go to EM 2.
The partial match algorithm can retrieve more than one key from the index file. It
allows the wild card search P[l ][?][O][?] where the "?" character is the wild card
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designation. Partial_Match( i ) is called when the current level is unspecified. If the
current level is the terminal level, it gives the index value of the input query. If the current
level is not the terminal level, calculate the index value of this level and go to next level.
At the next level, if P[i] is specified, Exact_Match( i + 1) function is called. If P[i] is not
specified, Partial_Match( i + 1) function is called.
Partial -Match Algorithm
[INPUT]: 1. A pointer to an index file
2. The number of the current level
3. An unsigned integer between 0 and the number of dimensions which
determines the number of return value
4. Number of mappings which actually exist between each level of the input
array
5. Parameter ex[i]
6. Parameter kr[i]
7. Index value ofthe current level
8. Node's location in the index tree
9. Input queries
[OUTPUT]: Index values of the input subscript combinations
PM 1. If the current level is the terminal level, go to PM5.
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PM 2. In the current level (level i) of the subtree, set the subscript of the dimension k= O.
PM 3. Calculate index values of all nodes in this level of this subtree by using formula
(3.2).
PM 4. Go to next level, check the value of next level input subscript.
If it is specified, call Exact_MatchO.
If it is not specified, call Partial_MatchO.
PM 5. Compute the index value of the subscript combination by using the node's location
value in the index file and apply formula (3.2).
Print out the index values and terminate.
A range match algorithm can retrieve keys within a range of values for each
dimension. All records that have values within the ranges are retrieved. It first reads two
input queries PI and P2, where PI is the lower bound and P2 is the upper bound of the
range. In the current level i, formula (3.4) can be used to calculate the location of the k1h
child node, compare the node's value with PI [i] and P2[i]. If the node's value is in range
of P1[i] and P2[i], then calculate its index value and go to next level until the terminal level
is reached.
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Range-Match Algorithm
[INPUT]: 1. A pointer to an index file
2. The nwnber of the current level
3. An unsigned integer between 0 and the number of dimensions which
determines the nwnber of return value
4. Number of mappings which actually exist between each level of the input
array
5. Parameter ex[i]
6. Parameter kr[i]
7. Index value of the current level
8. Node's location in the index tree
9. Upper bound of the input query
10. Lower bound of the input query
[OUTPUT]: Index values of the input subscript combinations
RM 1. In the current level (level i) of the subtree, set the subscript of the dimension
k=O.
RM 2. Calculate the location of kth child in the index file by using formula (3.4). Read the
node value into a temporary buffer "temp".
RM 3. If "temp" is greater than the lower bound and less than the upper bound, go to
RM4.
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-If "temp" is less than PI [I], or "temp" is greater than P2[l] then go to RM 8.
Ifk is greater than the dimension size in level I, assign its index value to -1 and go
to RM 7.
In default case, go to RM 8.
RM 4. The subscript combination is already in the index fJle. Computer the index value
of the subscript combination by using the node's location value in the index file and apply
formula (3.2).
If the current node is a terminal node, go to RM 5.
Else go to RM 6.
RM 5. Print out the index value of the input query and terminate.
RM 6. Go to next level, increase k by 1.
Go to RM2.
RM 7. This is the overflow case. The P_SPIN will assign -1 to the index value of that
level.
RM 8. Go to next sibling and increase k by I, go to RM 2.
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CHAPTER V
IMPLEMENTAnON
Programming Environment
The programs are written in C programming language. The environment used to
develop the programs is a personal computer. The operating system on this machine is
LINUX, a complete UNIX clone. It has full UNIX features. LINUX is a multi-user,
multitasking operating system. It uses the X-window system graphical user interface and
offers several different configureurable window managers, TCP/IP, UUCP, PPP
networking and much more.
Experimentation Strategy
A testing program i.s used to retrieve multidimensional data, to test the average time
complexity and the search usuage of the P_SPIN function. The number of keys in each
record is k =3,5,7. For each k, a set ofN records (N > 2000 ) is generated recursively.
The experimentation proceeds in three phases. In the first phase, the entire
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multidimensional tree structure is built by a series of insertions. This phase is followed
by data retrieval process. Finally, the average retrieval time of exact match query and
partial match query is tested.
When running the testing program, a menu is displayed:
1. Create a multidimensional tree structure
2. Exact_Match query data retrieval
3. Partial_Match query data retrieval
4. Range_Match query data retrieval
5. Test the average retrieval time of an exact match query
6. Test the average retrieval time of a partial match query
The user should first choose 1 to initialize a multidimensional tree structure. This
operation asks the user to enter the dimension size, the maximum size of each dimension,
and the actual mapping of each dimension. After all data are entered, the test program will
calculate the parameters used in the P_SPIN function. It will then recursively generate
distinct multidimensional subscript combinations and pass them to the P_SPIN function.
The P_SPIN function will deposit subscript in each level as node value and display its
index value. The index value and node value are stored in each node.
The multidimensional tree structure is unchanged during other operations. Choose
2. Exact match query data retrieval, the user is asked to enter a multidimensional subscript
combination( query). It is passed to the P_SPIN function and Exact_Match function is
called. If the subscript combination is already stored in the index file, its index value is
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retrieved. It will give a message if the record is not found. Operation 3. Partial match
query data retrieval allows the user to enter an input query that contains one or more wild
card designation in any level except level O( because level 0 is used as tree index). It is
passed to the P SPIN function and Partial Match function or Exact Match function is
- - -
called. It will retrieve more than one key from the index file. Operation 4. Range match
query data retrieval asks the user to enter a lower bound and an upper bound of the
multidimensional subscript combination. The index values of the multidimensional
subscript combinations between the lower bound and the upper bound are retrieved.
Operation 5 is to test the average retrieval time of an exact match query. Because
the retrieval time of an exact match query is less than I second, the retrieval time is more
accurate if more than 100 queries are tested at a time. Each data set contains more than
2000 records. When operation 5 is chosen, the test program will read the
multidimensional subscript combination at least 10 times. At the first time. the number of
the multidimensional subscript combination is 100. At the second time, the number of the
multidimensional subscript combination is 200. A loop of 10 times can calculate the
average time of 100, 200, 300, ... , 1000 input queries. Operation 6 is to test the average
retrieval time of a partial match query. Its procedure is similar to operation 5, except that
the input query contains one or more unspecified subscript.
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-CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
In this chapter, we present some examples to analyze the time complexity and
search usuage of the P_SPIN function. The usuage usuage is defined as the difference
between the number of nodes accessed per query and the number of total nodes.
-
DATA SET 1 2 3
Dimension size 3 5 7
Max size of each dimension 14 15 10 5 10 10 20 15 ~ 5 8 10 12 15 5
Actual mapping of each dimensio~ 14 14 5 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3
Number of total nodes 2744 4096 2187
Table I Exact Match algorithm test data
Three P_SPIN algorithms and the original R_SPIN algorithm were implemented.
The same set of data were used to obtain the perfonnances of the Exact_Match algorithm
and the R SPIN algorithm for comparison purposes. This set of experiments was
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performed with three groups of data shown in table I. To make experimentation and
analysis easily, we assume that the actual mapping of each dimension has the same size.
The results are reported from Figure 9 to Figure 11. Figure 9 gives the experimental
results of the Exact_Match function using the set of data shown in table 1. In Figure 9,
"Total Number of Permutations" refers to the total permutation numbers used in the
experiment.
012
0.1
Average Retrieval
Time (sec.)
008
0.06
0.04
0.02
-.-Dimension size 3
__Dimension size 5
-A-Dimension size 7
900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100700500300
O+---+----l----+---+----+--+---+----+--+--~
1'00
The Experimental results of Exact_Match function
Figure 9. The experimental results of Exact_Match function
In the structure of dimension size 3, each nonleaf node has 14 children, while in
the structure of dimension size 7, each nonleaf node contains only 3 children. Figure 9
shows that the average retrieval time increases when the number of dimensions increases.
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From the layout ofR_SPIN index in Figure 8, we can see that it takes more time to visit
between levels than to visit between siblings.
0.12
0.1
......
Average Retrieval
Time (sec.)
0.08
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0.04
0.02
--.- Dimension size 3
---Dimension size 5
----6- Dimension size 7
O+--+--+----if---f--+---+!===r:==t===F=::::!....4
100 300 500 700 ~ 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100
Total Number of Pennutations
Figure 10. The experimental results of Coburn's R SPIN function
Figure 10 gives the experimental results of Coburn's original R_SPIN function using
the same data set as in Figure 9. The average retrieval time grows as the dimension size
Increases.
The comparison of the Exact_Match function and the R_SPIN function is given in
Figure 11 (a). In the same dimension size, the average retrieval time per query of the
R_SPIN function is less than the average retrieval time of the Exact_Match function.
Although the Exact_Match function saves the time to calculate the V-value, it takes time
to do comparison in each level to determine if it is specified and which function to be
called.
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Figure II(a). Comparison of Exact_Match function and R_SPIN function
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Figure I I(b). Analysis of Figure I I(a) Exact_Match function
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Figure ll(b) is the analysis of the Figure I I(a). x and y denote the total number of
pennutations and the average retrieval time of Figure II(a) respectively. It uses a nature
logarithm scale of x instead of x. The linear curve shows that x and y has logarithmic
relation. Both Exact_Match function and R_SPIN function has logarithmic behavior
which is shown in Figure 11 (a) and Figure 11 (b).
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Figure 12. Average retrieval time of unspecified attribute S = 1.
S is the number of unspecified attribute
To analyze the perfonnance of the Partial_Match function, the average retrieval
time and the average number of node accessed per query in different number of specified
attribute are tested. The data set 2 in table I is used as test data. The testing partial
match queries are shown in table II.
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TABLE II. Partial Match Queries
Number of attribute specified Query
1 (10111 )
( 11011 )
(11101)
(11110)
2 (10101)
( 11010)
3 ( 10001 )
( 11000)
1 denotes the specified level. 0 denotes the unspecified level
Figure 12 is the average retrieval time of unspecified attribute S = 1. The
unspecified level is 1, 3, 4 respectively. The results are very close. There is no big
difference of which level is unspecified when the unspecified attribute is 1.
Figure 13 gives the results of unspecified attribute S = 2. The average retrieval time
of unspecified in levelland 3 is longer than the average retrieval time of unspecified in
level 2 and 4. When a certain level is unspecified, the Partial_Match function is called to
calculate all the index values of this level and go to the next level. If the next level is also
unspecified, the index values of the next level in the subtree are calculated. It is obvious
that more index values are calculated when higher level is unspecified.
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Figure 13. Average retrieval time of unspecified attribute = 2
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Figure 14. Comparison of average retrieval time in different S
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Figure 14 is the comparison of the average retrieval time when the unspecified
attribute equals 1, 2, and 3. The two curves at the bottom are exactly the same as in
Figure 12 and Figure 13. The average retrieval time increases greatly when the S increases
from 2 to 3. The experiments shows the logarithmic time complexity for the average
retrieval time of the Partial Match function.
Unspecified Attribute S =1
70
Average Node
Accessed Per
Query
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Figure 15. Average node accessed of unspecified attribute = ]
Figure 15 is the results of average node accessed per query when the unspecified
attribute S=l. From the experiment, the average number of node accessed per query is
same when the lUlspecified level is 3 or 4. Unspecified in level 1 results in more node
accessed than unspecified in level 3 when the number of total permutation is small. We
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Figure 16. Average node accessed of unspecified attribute = 2
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Figure 17. Comparison of average node accessed in different S
can tell that the average number of node accessed is a constant value if only one level is
unspecified.
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Figure 16 gives the results of unspecified attribute S = 2. More nodes are accessed when
levell and 3 are unspecified. The reason is the same as in Figure 13. It shows that the
average node accessed per query is constant when the number of total permutations is
large enough.
The performance of Range_Match function is analyzed by testing the average
number of node accessed! total number of node per query, and the average retrieval time in
different edge size and dimension size.
300
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Figure 18(a). Experimental results of range match function
The experiment shows that the average number of node accessed equals the total
number of node within the edge size. That means to retrieve a range query in a certain
edge size, all nodes within edge size should be visited. This is because SPIN structure is a
randomly organized tree structure. A new subscript combination is stored in the first
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Figure 18(b). Analysis of Figure 18(a) dimension size 3
empty node in each leveL When doing a range search, it cannot decide to go right or left
path of a given node.3
Figure 18(a) is the average retrieval time for a range match query in different edge
size where (0, 1) represents range search in [0, 0] to [1,1]. We represent this range as
[0, If. It shows the average retrieval time grows exponentially when the edge size
increases from [0, If to [0, 13f Figure 18(b) is the analysis of the Figure 18(a). x and y
denote the edge size and the average retrieval time of Figure 18(a) respectively. It uses a
natural logarithm scale ofx and y. In(x) is linear with In(y). The slope is 3.7641. We can
get from Figure 18(b) that the average retrieval time grows as a power of edge size. The
power is between 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, a new spatial index technique - SPIN is discussed. After the
discussion of various spatial index structures, SPIN functions show their advantages in
handling multidimensional data both to speed data storage and retrieval time and to
perform database operations in multidimensional data space. One of the disadvantages of
the original SPIN functions is that they cannot retrieve different types of queries such as
exact match queries, partial match queries and range match queries. We present a set of
improved R_SPIN functions called P_SPIN functions to implement exact match queries,
partial match queries and range match queries. Their algorithms are given and their
performance are analyzed.
There are some assumptions in the experiments discussed in this paper:
1. There is no overflow situation during testing.
2. All insertions and searches are successful operations. If there are some unsuccessful
insertions or searches, then the P_SPIN function will tenninate at some level between
level aand the leaflevel.
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The conclusions are:
1. The P_SPIN function can answer exact match query, partial match query arnd range
match query.
2. The time complexity of Exact_Match function and Partial_Match function has
logarithmic behavior.
3. The SPIN function cannot answer range match queries efficiently.
The third conclusion can be explained by the comparison of the k-d tree and the
SPIN structure searching method. A k-d tree is constructed as mentioned in chapter II.
Searching in a k-d tree starts at the root node. When a node is visited whose discriminator
is jth key, the jlh range of the query is compared with the jth key value. If the range query
is above ( or below) that value, only the right subtree ( left subtree) of that node must be
searched. If the query range overlaps the node's key, both of the subtrees should be
searched. The construction of a SPIN structure is discussed in chapter Ill. Although the
index values at each level are sequential, the key values in the same level are arbitrary.
This causes the searching problem. When a node's key value in level i is compared with
the ith range of the query, it is impossible to decide whether to search its right subtree, left
subtree or both of the subtrees. That why a range query will visit all nodes within the
edge size.
Future improvement can be done to consider the overflow situation m SPIN
operations and to analyze their theoretical time complexity. The SPIN structure will be
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more suitable as a database foundation if it can be modified to answer range match queries
efficiently.
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